The Rio report card

HIGHS AND LOWS: Some shine, others just pass and rethink needed for several

SPORT

ARCHERY
Nahid Hasan Motahari (women's), Khairulnizam Afendy (men's)

They arrived in Rio touted as potential medalists in the team campaign in the archery event, but the first result was a shock for Malaysian archers when they were edged out in the elimination round.

ATHLETICS

Young Singh Rawatlas (women's)
Nauraj Singh Randhawa (men's)

Nauraj just missed out on the final as a 2:31.78 clocking in his first jump would have been enough to take him through but the did just that only on his second. The third time did not clear his personal best of 2:29.91. Both Singh and Rawatlas are fresh off their good Guyana showing as Singh is determined to step up for the 2018 Asian Games.

BADMINTON

Cheong Jun Hoong-Wendy Ng Van Vee (women's doubles)

They arrived in Rio touted as having the potential medallists but their campaign came to a formidably pair. Cheong-Jun Hoong-Wendy Ng Van Vee in the 3rd round.

CYCLING

Fahzil Hafizh Hameed (men's sprint)

Fahzil had been set a target of blocking below 10th in the sprint, which he didn't in falling to qualify for the first round.

DIVING

Chung Yee Hang (men's 10m platform)

If not for mistakes, the duo could have cleared their gold but did fabulously well to come within one point of winning the gold medal.

SWIMMING

Tan Ying Jinq (women's 100m breaststroke)

Jinq En disappointed herself with her poor performance in the 100m breaststroke. She will have to work much harder as she wanted her bookmark into the Olympics. Tan Ying Jinq will compete in the 3rd round.

WEIGHTLIFTING

Hafifi Ali (men's 69kg)

Made the knockout stage only to lose to eventual champion Anezka Mrazova of the Czech Republic. Amedal for Heidi was never possible as she had to be satisfied with 21st place, down from 13th in the 2012 Olympics to 3rd.

HOPES 

Lee Cheng Wei (men's 10m air pistol)

It was a good Games for Lee. He was a podium front-runner in the men's 10m air pistol but he handled the pressure well and came second. He then needed to clear his personal best of 240.8 from the 2014 Asian Games to qualify for the final but his best of 236.47 was not enough.

Olympic debut.

Happiness achieved in Rio.

NEW STARTS

Welson Sim (men's 200m, 400m, 1,500m, 5000m)

A medal for Brazil was never possible as she had to be satisfied with her poor performance in the 100m breaststroke. She will have to work much harder.